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For several de'cades ofcaniza:Jo.,ol

of and scugnt to create hurzahizcd organiztiegs.

as to exactly what a humarJzed organlzeion is, various writers

forth a numbe: of thoughts about hOW humanized orgarizatir. ould

their recvbers. Most writers ha;, htmarlij

en4,!IeJsized some cLont,inat cn of the fr,ilowir.g ,-

rganizations members are

il treated ends rather than as ,-T.-eor,s

engageiZ d meaningful work vl-iich cnallceues their fuj

car,-acLzie

3) encouraged to develop fully their uniquely i.Jr.:-zn

Li) treated justly and with a dignit- 1,hith places te7-1

the non-human a= of organizatior,,

and

5) oble to exercise substantial control ix

particularly those decisions which at',',1!ct them

4hile I
want to emphasize that these criteria do nrat tchastiture

upon definition, is reasonable to use these Hdiu7c4,',

criteria of humanization, a5 I will do in this p,rer,

As we have dreamed of organizations which woulj bz

at least some of these fe- ures, often we have appeared L4tcoo.::

Chat such organizations would be easy to develop. At some poin

Leen so convinced that humanized organizations were coring rila :

CC

,

or.;ong us came see them as inevitable, and the pessimists anon,-

us came to see humanized organization as requir/nC only the enligh-,err.,w

of managers. These predictions seemed sound, lo nar becan=e



_hese humanieing features seemed nece sary if oradnizations were to be

effective, to prosper and to survive. A number of things all pointed towards

the necessity for more human zed ornIzatiors . Bennis (1970) noted,

of these includ

environments,

pre th In the conf

the exponent' grow h of scieree, '2) turbulent

a youLger, more mobile, better educated work for

e_..een ren of kn and men of power,

change in manageri 1 phloscphy towards the emphasis on a new concept of

man based on complex and shif'ing reeds, a, new concept of power based

on collaboration and reason, and new organizational valu-_ based

humanisticed c at c idea.ls; aP pointed towards human zed organizations.

However, as Bennis and others have observed, such humanized organizations

a

have not turned out to be inevitable outcomes.

A number of other factors disc help to explain why humanization has r:it

taken hold (See Nord; 1974, 1976). However only recently have we begun to

explor eriously the role of power as an inhibitor of humanization. In this

paper I will attempt to show how a better understanding of power and the

political nature of orqanizat ions can help us to see why organizations

so r sistant to humanization.

To begin, it is necessary to have a working deFTnitlon of power. Al-

though it iS difficu? t to find a definition of power which everyone will

accept, the, w.e I will use is derived from the work of Adams (1975) and

. Bachrach and Baratz (1970). In thIs paper power will mean the ability to

influence flow of the available energy and resources towards certain goals

as opposed tiler goals. I will assume that power is exercised only when

these goals are at least partially in conflict with each other. The probiem

of -humanizing organizations involves altering the flow of resources and

energy so that at least some of the five aspects of humanization I advanced



earlier are given gra- emphasis.

The quest for hgmanized organizations can be broken in evic parts. FH-st,

we can consider :he design of systems in which the achievement of huranizet

goals and success c. tri,..'tichai criteria of organizational effectiveriss

are mutualle sugportive. Secondiy we can consic7er thicse cases where th

two st,ts of optcores are in ccinfiict, it 7,et ,t7t.

0-ehe cchsidefatinns f power as I -'.avc de !flee it are r,cast reievart

consequent1y it is this set of cases whinh I will take as problemar:lc in

this paper. When we come to understand the cower processes of organizations,

we are likely to have a better understanding o' :he reasons why organizations

have remained so resistent to the efforts of benavioral scIentists and others

to humanize them. We will be in a better position to under:atariC schu of the

Forces which make such outcomes as power sharing, lust and dinriffec treat-

mi:rit of individuals. and the provision of chalirnoine and growth onoticich

work, unlikely outcomes under existing arraneeknts.

I
will consider four postulates about power and organizations. First,

organizations are composed of a number o coalitions of ircividuciLi ahP

groups each coalition seeking to controi or influence the allooie'

scarce resources. Secut-J0 the interests of thi±: Comindnt an,1

tinns will he affected by the pressures which environmen al ohc7,,

upon an organization. Consequently, the holders of pc,we as weil as oe;.t'e-

seeking power, may attempZ to modify the affects of these pressutf:..

the distribution uf power itself has important consequences for oegil:;-

fional dynamics. Fourth, the exercise of power within organiza_;.,e:

very crucial aspect of the exercise of power within the larger

In this paper I
will try to show how each of these postulates

tion to some reasons why organizations are, and aro likely ro ref.,He:



to tlumanize.

anizations are com coalitions which c

one another for resources, ene- nfluence

urganizations are a curious mixture of common goals, individual goals

and subgroup goals; conf ict is seldom completely resolved. There i always

conflict among competing parties for resources and energies. These conflIct-

inq are often arrayed in a number of coalitions.

As Zaleznik (1970 has argued, competition to become a dominant coali-
.

(or part of one) is intense and an important feature of life in organi-

zations. Moreover, competing coalitions are often engaged in what approaches

a zero-sum game. If one coalition exercises dominant control over rerces

and the allocation process, other coalitions can not. Thee struggles are

reflected in what appear to be the palace revolts which result L. the °Lista-

of leading corporate offiLials, How ver, as Zaleznik has shown, the struggles

are often more subtle and less spectacular. While more information about

the magnitude and frequency of these conflicts is needed, it seems reasonable

to speculate that the climates created by such st uggles are not likely to

be conducive to the achievement of humanized ends of justice, dignity, and

etc. These ends seem to be much more compatible with non-zero sum conflict.

In addition to focusing on the zero sum features of some organizational

conflict, the focus on organizations as coalitions highlights some other con-

straints upon huanization. In particular we discover why turbulent environ-

ments may not have the straight-forward effects of humanizing o ganizations

that are often assumed. Following the strategic contingencies -eory of

organizational power devel ped by Hickson et. al. (1971) and Hi-nings et. al.

(1974) it Is clear that changes in the environment affect the balance of



power withir: the orqani ation. Chanaes in the eneironmea

skills nd/or resources which were once highly Vaid J flay be less

skills and resources which were once unimportant are now ued

itions wh ch control various types of resources eNperie_nce chonqas

their power positions. It seerr reaso-labie to ass,Jme that ch oar

whose is thieatened ill re5p0hd

oho are beccImirg nore coerFul seek to cchsolidate their nmitir:,r.

quentl, the response of the total ornanization to such changes is net the

ra lona! adaptation ot a harmonious systew. Rather the response is th_ r

sultant vector of conflicting interes s distorted infor-. tion struggle.

The more turbulont the environment, the more pervasive and vzrong to resut-

in in e nal stiife may be. During and after 5uch conflicts ther is

reason to expect that the various parties will treat each other in humanizeo

ways Moreover, it is reasonable to expect that the scars, partin

the resources and righ of one 5

Hlorly ,?J1

been red,s,, ,

very slow to heal once the struggle has been de ided. Organizatioric

in such conflict dre perhaps better describ d in the writings or

Maohea._11i than in the writings of Likert, McGregor, and Argyrk.

Pn; t J1a rious coaliti articular ly the more t

seek to otect thei r Interests and nositions
-=

moderating environmental essures and their effects.

fyp Ica 11 y we have assumed that rapidly changing env i ronoien ts

utinization of work for a large number of organizational particip

and hence greater humanization heca e individuals will be en.: 1

to exercise greater discretion and to use a 'ld iariety of their ski,

and talen However, Thompson's (1967) ar-lysis gives us ra',,,on
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tion this logic. Thompson suggested that while increased discretion may

occur, such increases will not be pervasive. Rather, the net result may

be an increase I- the size of dominant coalition, but little change else-

where in the organization. Thus, the assumption of a positive correlation

between environmental turbulence and discretion in work may be true for only

a Few emp]oyees simc

are often intereste(

les, members of th omlnonr coartion

rout nizing the organization's core technology and

protecting It from fluctuations in the environment. If the core technology

is adequately b ffered, the change In the environmeht may affect very few

people.

For example, consider an automobile firm. In many ays, the assembly

iine process is a highly buffered, protected technology. As materials,

consumer preferences, and other things change, much of the uncertainty can

be absorbed in the d sign of the product, the design of work, and the

organization's structure. Throughout these changes there is at best a

small chance that operatives on the assembly line will experience signifi-

cantly more variety in their % rk or exercise more discretion. Undoubtedly

sim lar arguments could be made about the work of a large number of organi---

tional participants. In short, the interests of the dominant coalition

are to reduce the forces which threaten the smooth, routine running of their

core technology. Frequently members of this group, operating under the norms

of ration lity, are motivated to e e cise their influence to produce st uc

tures which reduce the discretion of lower level participants. Thus, while

turbulent envir nments may force the dominant coalition to dilute Its power

slightly, there is no assurance that this dilution will humanize the work

of all or even most people.



Postulat 3: Tne une pal dis.ti-jdotfon of passer ,seif no--idirian*n7

The unequal distribution of power itself results in cutcorTiz a:

ciGallY contran' tu nahy of the :l-,oracte, isLics of hurnanied

:=1; fro, two cor:5.12Ic

influence of power inequalities on chc -ss rormerful.

The powerful. As 1 r,entiore6 -__arlier, Thompson note6 the Comill

coalition frequently attecripts to decimn structures which reduce the discre-

tion of lower level participants. In adOtior, tc the net effect of reducinLz

Lhe c&ans employed ;Hit iIif-c-tion have impurtzin::.

ing outcomes. For eNample, consider tl'o of JustIce, ah'

ability pf individuals to control their o outcomes. Th existing om,er

structure can re maintained by making it difficult and ceis:ly for inci;u1,717---

to ,:)nfront tk,e charcteristic,:. e.f their or!'.4:1!:Ions rul counf,:n

diunified and just trealtment. Fur example, O'Day ()974) has described

"letHidation rituals" v.hich rlembers cDf -.:se to sucCy

tually Y, prevent a would be reformer frot7

organization.

In a more general, but related argurrynt,

Bachrach and Bora z (1970) nave suggested that one of ,7he ost I

consequences uf iwwer is the power of non-dect:,ion. The,/

olajor advantdie the powerful have is their to

uoth )atent or manifest challenges to their v. :les and interes,

venting an issue from being considered to a decision. If VIe abi

to influence one's outcomes is a criterion of

ing power struc wes oft'en subvert the achievement of thl,.



que tly movement towards humanized organizations will require that iss-cs

which have bean handled by non-decision in the past, are negc_ated

present. As the histor trade unionism documents such a process is often

bitter, and the humanized outcomes are by no means inevitable.

Moreover, there iS ample evidence that possession of power itself can

ipaA to -hl_manizec tratnent nf InwPr Ieve particIpants by the powerful.

Thern are a numbe udies in the Hterature which are most Instructive

on this point. SeeraI of them have been reported by Kipnis (1972) and

Kipnis, Castell, Gergen, & Mauch (1976). Based on his work Kipnis I

concluded

... the control r3f power triggers a chain of events,

which, in theory, at least, goes like this: (a)

with the control of power goes increased temptations

[sic] to influence others' behavior. (h) as actual
influence attempts increase, there arises the belief

that the behavior of others is not self-cortrolled,

that it is caused by the powerholder, (c) hen, a

devaluation of their performance. In addition, with

increased influence attempts, forces are aenerated

within the more powerful to (d) increase psycholog-

ical distance from the less powerful and view them

as objects of manipulatinn. (p. 40)

udies which lead to similar conclusions have been conducted by Zimbardo

and Rosenhan. Zimbardo's (New York Times, 1973) discuss -n of his mock prison

at Stanford University and Rosenhan's (1973) observations of treatment of

mental patients by hospital personnel provide relatively convincing evidence

that the position of power itself leads the powerful to treat the less power

ful in a non-humanized fashion.

Overall, it appears that the possession of the power has Impor-

tant behavIoral effects. In McGregor's te ms, there seems to be a tendency

for powerful people to adopt Theory X assumptions about thc subordinates.

E fects on the less powerful. The unequal distributior 3f power has

1 0
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enier.tary, non-humanizing effects on the less powerful.

of few organLational studies of this phenomenon. evidence of It can be

found in a variety of sources. For example, Michael Harrington's (1962)

description of "twisted spirit"

poverty" p-- id-- o clear d' , t0-at; q of

the American poor and the "culture of

1 ji I 10f-ii, Clf%)) has nLted that

individuals developing servile attitudes towards their sup

Nemeth (1970) rep rted that inequities in the disrrbution of powe- l'end

inhibit cooperative behavior. In addition, Lefcourt (1973) has comprehe

sively reviewed the psychological effects of the feel ings of p

-.er. ,

css ness

which accrue to individuals. Fik;21ly, Culbert Li) has discuss.A ho

r latively po rles become trapped by shared assumptions which mo

vulnerable to excess influence. Such assumptions inducr dividuals to

accept the status quo rather than to develop alternative ways of thInhin

dnd acting. Thus t 5eeru s reasonable to Foio hu ze that,

many conditions, humanized relationships may be more probab e when indi .d

relatively equal in their power relatiorships 4ith cch nther thor T

they are grossly discrepant.

Postulo The rcise of_power within organizations is one vei

aspect of the exerci:

One of the most productive outcomes of assessing the relationshi be-

t een p and humanized organizations m. well be that such discusiui

irccl_ Li.= to Zhe work of political scienl sts. Their ideas point to some

impo tant omissions in -Jur thinking abou, power and control of work ojrize

tions. Robert Dahl's (1970) book provides a basis for exploring some of

t



these considerations.

Suppose we assume, as we have dcne in our political ideology, that

democracy or equality in the ability to exert control is a potent for,_

for more humanized decisions. While Dahl was explicit about a number of

factors which qualify this democratic a sumpti n he did suggest that_ organ-

izationai dewcracy be a necessary condition for a humanized social

sys.tem. Dahl directed his attention primarily at macro issues; hc

concerned with organizational democracy as a way of changing the current

situations where what are in fact public decisions are made by private of

cials. (For example, given the magnitude of the resources and consequences

involved,Dahl suggests that many decisions made by firms like General Motors

can not reasonably be considered private matters

Dahl has observed that in America, we have made a strange ideological

distinctIon about the exercise of power. Power exe cised in political or-

ganizatlons ougnt to be public and de atic; power within economic o gan-

izations, however, need not be democratic and in fact ought to be left in

the hands of the owners or managers of the fi na In Dahl's words

...the prevailing ideology prescribes "pri,.ate"
enterprise, that is, firms managed by officials
who are legally, if nut de fact. n responsible to

private shareholders ... . It is widely taken for
granted that the only approprIat.- form for managing
economic enterprise is a privately owned firm... .

Ordinarily technical arguments in favor of an alterna-
tive must be of enormous weight to overcome tne purely

ideological bias in favor of the private firm. (p. 117-118).

According to Dahl this ideological bias and the correlated absence of a

socialist tradition has left us without the "...capacity for clear headed

public consideration of how economic enterprises should be governed." (p. 11

Pateman (1975) built upon Dahl's work to provide some insights about

12



processes within organizations. Pateman suggested that since organizations

are so important in the lives of people, a fully democratic society Is

possible only if democratic voting is extended to organizations. She main-

tained that unless such an extension is made, voting and representation

are doomed t. be largely formal matters. Pateman wrote:

The aim of organizational democracy is democracy.
It is not primarily increased productivity, efficiency,
or better industrial relations (even though these things

may even result from organizational democracy); rather

it is to further justice, equality, freedom, the rights
of citizens, and the protection of interests of citizens,
all familiar democratic alms. (p. 18-19).

It is witnin such a self-managing organizational democracy
that contemporary theories of "participative management"
and the many current experiments with job enlargement,
job enrichment, project management, and the rest can takc

their place. Such measures are often treated with suspicion
by radicals and unions, and they do often, but not always,

amount to little more than pseudo-participation...; on the
other hand, S"6eg, in the right way, they provide a basis
for 'encroaching control' in present non-democratic organ-
izations and they also provide valuable experience and
information for the democratized organization itself.
(p. 20-21)

It is only a radical, participatory approach to organiza-
tional democracy that is likely to foster the expertise,
skills, and confidence, both in the daily work process
and in the exercise of democratic citizenship with the
enterprise, that are vital if members of the organization
as a whole are to be equipped to meet the challenge of
control that will come from the technostructure (p. 21).

This argument leads to a direct consideration of the right to exercise

power within an organization in a democratic society. Inquiry into this

question, of course, has potentially radical implications. When we start

t discuss power in this way, we are beginning to ask as Ellerman (1975)

did, "Who is the firm?" 14flen we start discussing power our perspective

may broaden. We begin to question the rights by which certain individuals nr
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groups now exercise contro . It may well be that alternative bases of power

are much more consistent with the existence of not only a fully democratic

system but with humanization of organizations itself. When_ e focus on

power we are focusing on the right to make decisions or to not make deci-

sions as well as on the nature of the particular decisions made.

Based on our ideology and the work of a number of political scientists.

It seems reasonable to assume that equal access to power (political democracy)

is a force for justice, human dignity and cOntrol over one's outcomes in

organizations as well as in society. If these outcomes include much of what

we mean by humanization, (and I
believe they do), then we may be forced

to at least consider organizational democracy as a necessary condition for

humanization.

Conclusion

When we look at the c- __ria commonly used to def ne humanization and

we view organizations as power systems, humanization of organizations Is any-

thing but in vitable. Perhaps, without distorting my position too much, I

can summarize the feelings whióh underlie my argument by looking at the two

Golden Rules. First, seems to me that many of us who seek to humanize

organizations dream of organizations where the powerful people either out

of self interest or out of moral commitment, follow the first golden rule

"Do unto others as you would have them do unto you " This rule, however,

is not ve y descriptive of much of the world we live In. The real world

is perhaps better characterized by the second Golden Rule, the source of

which I
found on the wall in a men's room at Washington University. This

goiden rule states, "Them that has the go d makes the rules."

14
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Exis- ing rules in organizations and the distribution of organizati lal

resources do not support humanized relationships. Humenization of such

systems is by no means inevitable, but instead, may require considerable

struggle. Perhaps the basis for such a struggle can be solidified by

treating organizations more as political systems than as goal seeking

ties and understanding the role that power plays in these systems better

than we now do. In this regard, the political scientists may be able to

help Us, althutig_ in turning to them we run the risk oF broadening our scope

yond what is normally considered that of organizational psycholociy.
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